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psiODM is a flexible tool for
producing CDISC ODMcompliant XML export files
directly from an Oracle
Clinical database.
psiODM provides users the ability to create CDISC ODM-compliant XML
exports of their metadata and clinical data, directly from an Oracle
Clinical database. Taking advantage of the fixed nature of the Oracle
Clinical data model, it is possible to immediately produce XML extracts
without the need for any initial configuration. Users can also easily modify
the default mappings between the OC data model and ODM structures if
required.

ODM files provide an organization many possibilities for making better use
of the data held within their Oracle Clinical database. For example:
•

Sponsors can use ODM files to provide a machine readable copy of
their standards to CROs.

•

CROs can provide regular feeds of clinical data to their sponsors.

•

All users can produce vendor and platform independent archives of
their clinical data that include a full transactional history.

Key Features
• User definable mappings
from Oracle Clinical to
ODM
• Results stored within a
secure XML-enabled
database
• Produces both “snapshot”
and “transactional” files
• Export files containing a
study’s full transactional
history
• Multiple source Oracle
Clinical databases
• Files available through
windows explorer

Future proof your clinical data

CDISC ODM is an open, vendor neutral, platform independent format for
transporting and archiving clinical data. As such it provides a “futureproof” solution for archiving your clinical data. psiODM provides the
mechanism to move the following data to ODM files:
•

Metadata

•

Clinical data

•

Audit trail

•

Laboratory normal ranges

•

Investigator comments

•

Investigator details

•

Discrepancies and their history

For companies looking to
archive all Oracle Clinical
studies and data as they
transition to other
technologies psiODM
provides exactly what is
required.
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For more information

To learn more about pharmasol services or software solutions, please
contact info@pharmasol.de or visit www.pharmasol.de
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